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A panoramic picture of the Outdated Course at St. Andrew’s, Scotland is plastered
throughout the placing inexperienced
| Photograph Credit score: Preethi Ajit
Because the golf ball rolls, its tempo resembles the gradual inertia of the game. Often
performed over 4 days, golf has not fairly certified as a sport that animates folks when
broadcast. However this mini golf area in Alwarpet adjustments that with breezy
options. Golfer’s Edge Chennai (GEC) is a spot the place one can be taught the game,
miss umpteen photographs, order in finger meals and invite buddies to play simulated
video games like zombie golf, soccer golf and lots of extra.

This indoor {golfing} area in central Chennai brings the huge worlds of golf and tech
onto a 170+ sq ft placing inexperienced. GEC makes use of a sensible HD digital golf
simulator and a placing inexperienced (with an inbuilt sensor) which shrinks the fanfare
of {golfing} into an inexpensive and handy pastime. The world was smooth launched on
March 18.

With no hassles like buying a previous membership or attending courses in any specific
costume code, one solely has to ebook their slots previous to the session.

Partitions show posters of a few of golf’s greats.
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Co-founders Bharath Arvind and Hari Natarajan began GEC to make the game
accessible to all. “I would like folks of all age teams to be taught and expertise golf. I
would like it to be a comfortable and comfy area,” says Bharath.  

The world has a large sense of area owing to its aesthetically achieved interiors. What
provides character to GEC is a panoramic picture of the Outdated Course at St.
Andrew’s, Scotland plastered throughout its placing inexperienced – an image of the
birthplace of golf may encourage younger minds to show the enjoyable sport right into
a severe pursuit.

A baby will get a really feel of mini golf assisted by a simulator
| Photograph Credit score:
Preethi Ajit

GEC has licensed coaches to coach kids and adults. A set of golf equipment,
appropriate for all age teams, is on the market. “When folks come they need to solely
must deliver themselves. We deal with the remaining,” provides Bharath.  

How is mini golf completely different? 


